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Function by Design
Today’s kitchens are the center of the home and a celebration 
of life within. To support this heightened sense of activity, Kohler 
offers numerous styles of kitchen and prep sink faucets, as well 
as beverage faucets, pot fillers and line-matched accessories – 
each delivering its own set of unique features and benefits. Pullout 
and pull-down models, with their extended reach and ProMotion® 
technology, provide exceptional mobility and ease of cleaning.

Designed to suit a variety of preparatory and cleanup tasks, this 
comprehensive offering delivers enhanced functionality, enduring 
craftsmanship and unrivaled design sophistication. An extensive 
selection of Vibrant® PVD color finish options is available to 
accommodate personal preferences. 

This brochure presents a selection of Kohler® kitchen faucets. 
For more information, please visit Kohler.com/faucets.
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Karbon deck-mount 
kitchen sink faucet. 
K-6227

Karbon wall-mount  
kitchen sink faucet. 
K-6228

Karbon Faucet  5

Spray
K-6227-C15-BV

Aerated
K-6227-C15-BV

K-6227-C12-CP

Karbon™ 

Unprecedented functionality and ease of use serve as the inspiration for the Karbon articulating 
faucet’s unconventional modern design. You get all the versatile mobility of a pull-down faucet, 
but unlike many pull-down faucets, the five pivoting joints of Karbon allow you to precisely position 
the water stream and then have both hands free. This truly unique feature is what sets this faucet 
apart from other faucets, leaving the user to easily multitask, thereby increasing productivity in the 
kitchen. Karbon gets its name from the surprisingly lightweight, yet incredibly strong material of 
which it is predominately comprised. Available in an array of compelling finishes and finish 
combinations*, Karbon faucet’s unique visual allure reinforces contemporary aesthetics.  
The Karbon articulating faucet by Kohler. One faucet. Infinite possibilities.

Polished Chrome

Vibrant Brushed Bronze

Vibrant® Moderne Polished Gold

Black with Polished Chrome Black with Vibrant Stainless

Vibrant Moderne Brushed Gold

* See page 31 for color finish options.
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Karbon deck-mount 
kitchen sink faucet.  
K-6227

Karbon wall-mount  
kitchen sink faucet.  
K-6228

Karbon Faucet  7

K-6227-CP

Karbon™ 

The Karbon faucet’s five pivoting joints offer limitless flexibility and precise adjustment to  
height or direction. The sleek joystick can be placed to the left or right of the faucet, offering  
yet another dimension of control. Intuitively responsive to the touch, the faucet directs the 
stream or spray function with complete precision, giving you total mastery of the water.  
By bringing this new level of control, the Karbon faucet changes the very nature of how  
work gets done in the kitchen. 

Polished Chrome

Spray
K-6227-CP

Aerated
K-6227-CP

Vibrant® Stainless
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Simplice Faucet  9

Simplice®

The Simplice kitchen sink faucet with pull-down sprayhead exudes an approachable, simple elegance 
that adapts easily to a wide variety of styles and is equipped with the latest functional features.  
Extremely versatile, its pull-down sprayhead is easily maneuvered to perform a variety of cleanup  
tasks. The high-arch spout design provides comfortable clearance for filling and cleaning large pots  
to improve workflow and efficiency, while sleek, fluid lines make the faucet itself easy to clean.

The three-function pull-down sprayhead, with our exclusive ProMotion® technology*, offers enhanced 
ergonomics for effortless operation. A pause function on the sprayhead allows users to temporarily  
halt the flow of water, which is useful for working inside and outside of the basin area. 

Simplice single-hole 
kitchen sink faucet with 
pull-down spray. 
K-596

Simplice single-hole  
secondary sink faucet  
with pull-down spray. 
K-597

Simplice single-control 
kitchen sink faucet with 
pull-down spray. 
K-647

Simplice single-control  
secondary sink faucet  
with pull-down spray. 
K-649

Spray  
K-647-CP

Aerated  
K-647-CP

K-649-VS

Polished Chrome Vibrant® Stainless Matte Black

* See page 29 to read about the benefits of ProMotion technology.
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Evoke single-control 
kitchen sink faucet with 
pullout spray. 
K-6331

Evoke single-control 
secondary sink faucet 
with pullout spray. 
K-6332

Evoke single-control 
kitchen sink faucet with 
swing spout. 
K-6333

Evoke single-control  
kitchen sink faucet with 
swing spout and sidespray. 
K-6334

Evoke single-control 
secondary sink faucet 
with swing spout. 
K-6335

Evoke single-control  
secondary sink faucet with 
swing spout and sidespray. 
K-6336

Evoke Faucet  11

Evoke™ 

Offering comprehensive faucetry solutions, the Evoke line includes both primary and secondary  
kitchen sink faucets that are available with or without pullout sprayheads, all delivering a streamlined, 
contemporary aesthetic. The entire Evoke faucet offering features spouts that swivel a full 360  
degrees, making it easier than ever to direct water exactly where you need it. The three-function 
sprayhead with ProMotion® technology* is highly maneuverable and has a convenient pause function, 
allowing users to temporarily halt the flow of water. The Evoke faucet family also includes swing spouts  
and a two-function sidespray that replicates the performance of a pullout, with spray flow and  
laminar flow options. 

K-6336-VS
Spray  

K-6331-VS

Aerated  
K-6331-VS

Polished Chrome Vibrant® Polished Nickel Vibrant Stainless

* See page 29 to read about the benefits of ProMotion technology.
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Parq Faucet  13

Parq®  

Adapting the classic bridge faucet aesthetic for today’s modern interiors, the Parq kitchen faucet is 
available in both deck- and wall-mount configurations. The deck-mount configuration is also available 
with a line-matched sidespray. The spout can be rotated a full 360 degrees and offers 8½-inch  
clearance for maximum versatility. While optimized functionality remains at the heart of the Parq faucet,  
homeowners can choose either lever or tri-handle options for a heightened sense of personalization.  

Parq deck-mount bridge  
kitchen sink faucet with  
tri-handles. 
K-6130-3

Parq deck-mount bridge 
kitchen sink faucet with  
lever handles and sidespray. 
K-6131-4

Parq wall-mount bridge  
kitchen sink faucet with  
lever handles. 
K-6132-4

K-6131-3-CP

Lever
K-6132-4-CP

Tri-Handle
K-6132-3-CP

Polished Chrome

Oil-Rubbed Bronze

Vibrant® Brushed Nickel

Vibrant Stainless

Vibrant Brushed Bronze
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Torq Faucet  15

Torq®

Streamlined and sturdy, Torq faucets are a fresh take on the classic bridge faucet design long 
admired for its combination of ingenuity and charm. Torq faucets are offered in both deck-  
and wall-mount versions, and the deck-mount model has an optional, line-matched sidespray. 

The distinctive design features a high, curved spout connected by a sleek bridge to extended lever 
handles that provide a generous grip and incorporate a small return at the end for easy operation.  
The 360-degree swivel spout and high clearance make performing preparation and cleanup tasks 
easy anywhere, from primary sinks to prep sinks and island installations.

Torq deck-mount bridge 
kitchen sink faucet. 
K-6125-4

Torq deck-mount bridge 
kitchen sink faucet  
with sidespray. 
K-6126-4

Torq wall-mount bridge 
kitchen sink faucet. 
K-6127-4

K-6126-4-VS

Polished Chrome

Vibrant Stainless

Vibrant® Brushed Nickel Vibrant Bushed Bronze

Matte Black
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HiRise Faucet  17

HiRise™

Inspired by the enhanced functionality of professional cooktops and ranges, the HiRise Collection  
provides commercial-grade utility for home chefs who want to create more efficient workspaces.  
Constructed of stainless steel, this comprehensive offering includes configurations for every  
application. HiRise pot fillers ensure safe, reliable and convenient water delivery directly to the  
cooktop. The HiRise faucet offering, with its optimized spout heights, accommodates oversized  
pots and pans and reinforces the brushed and polished stainless steel aesthetic. This collection  
also includes a unique and patented independent sidespray with integral valve for remote placement 
and operation, ideal for island and prep sinks.  

HiRise wall-mount  
kitchen pot filler. 
K-7322-4

HiRise deck-mount  
kitchen pot filler. 
K-7323-4

HiRise deck-mount bridge 
kitchen sink faucet. 
K-7337-4

HiRise wall-mount bridge 
kitchen sink faucet. 
K-7338-4

HiRise kitchen  
sink faucet. 
K-7341-4

HiRise entertainment  
sink faucet. 
K-7342-4

HiRise independent  
sidespray with valve. 
K-7344-4

HiRise soap/lotion 
dispenser. 
K-7346

K-7323-4-S

Polished Stainless Brushed Stainless

K-7344-4-S

K-7323-4-S
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Vinnata Faucet  19

Vinnata®

Vinnata kitchen faucets offer traditional styling, a MasterClean™ sprayface that resists calcium 
buildup and washerless ceramic valving to ensure precise water control. With the touch of a button, 
Vinnata faucets with pull-down sprayheads provide either an aerated stream or a powerful spray.  
Their ProMotion® technology* features a ball joint swivel behind the sprayhead along with a smooth, 
tangle-free nylon hose that enhances flexibility and maneuverability, making everyday kitchen tasks 
less taxing. The high-arch spouts of Vinnata faucets are elegantly designed to reach over even  
the tallest pots.  

Vinnata single-control 
kitchen sink faucet with 
pull-down spray. 
K-690

Vinnata single-control 
secondary sink faucet  
with pull-down spray. 
K-691

K-690-BN
Aerated 
K-690-CP

Spray  
K-690-BRZ

Polished Chrome

Vibrant Brushed Nickel

Vibrant Stainless

Brushed Chrome

Vibrant Brushed Bronze

Vibrant® Polished Nickel

Oil-Rubbed Bronze

* See page 29 to read about the benefits of ProMotion technology.
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Forté Faucet  21

Forté®

Forté faucets feature a refined design without sacrificing durability or function. Their simple curves  
accentuate any kitchen décor, and the optimized spout reach and height provide sufficient workspace  
for large containers. Forté kitchen sink faucets with pullout sprayheads add a sense of heightened  
functionality to the kitchen while still delivering the sleek design appeal synonymous with the Forté line. 
With ProMotion® technology*, Forté faucets with pullout sprayheads include a MasterClean™ sprayface, 
a ball joint swivel behind the sprayhead and a smooth, quiet, tangle-free nylon hose.

Forté single-control kitchen 
sink faucet with escutcheon 
and sidespray. 
K-10412

Forté single-control kitchen 
sink faucet with remote 
valve and sidespray. 
K-10430

Forté single-control 
kitchen sink faucet with 
pullout spray. 
K-10433

Forté single-control 
secondary sink faucet with 
remote valve and sidespray.   
K-10441

Forté single-control  
entertainment sink  
faucet with remote valve.   
K-10443

Forté widespread kitchen 
sink faucet with sidespray.** 
K-10445

K-10430-VS
Spray  

K-10433-VS

Aerated  
K-10412-BN

Polished Chrome

Vibrant Brushed Bronze

Brushed Chrome

Vibrant Stainless

Vibrant® Brushed Nickel

* See page 29 to read about the benefits of ProMotion technology. 
** Available exclusively in Polished Chrome and Vibrant Brushed Nickel. 
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Carafe Faucet  23

Carafe®

By adding a sleek design sensibility, the Carafe filtered water faucet is an inspired marriage of  
engineering ingenuity and modern sophistication. A small quarter-turn lever controls the flow of  
filtered water through the spout. While the Carafe faucet can be used as the primary faucet, it is  
ideally scaled for prep or entertainment sink applications. Combining the Carafe faucet with the  
Aquifer® water filtration system ensures delivery of the cleanest, most refreshing water possible.

Carafe filtered  
water faucet. 
K-18865

K-18865-VS

Filtered
K-18865-VS

Aerated
K-18865-VS

Polished Chrome Vibrant® Stainless
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K-692-VS

K-12177-BRZ

Fairfax single-control 
kitchen sink faucet  
with escutcheon. 
K-12171

Fairfax single-control 
kitchen sink faucet  
with pullout spray. 
K-12177

Fairfax single-control 
kitchen sink faucet  
with remote valve  
and sidespray. 
K-12185

Clairette single-control 
kitchen sink faucet with 
pull-down spray. 
K-692

Fairfax kitchen sink faucet  
with sidespray. 
K-12231

24  Kitchen Faucets

Clairette® 

The streamlined Clairette kitchen sink faucet, with its 
ergonomic design and minimal detailing, is ideally suited 
for contemporary environments. 

Available in Polished Chrome, Brushed Chrome,  
Vibrant® Brushed Nickel, Vibrant Stainless, White 
and Black Black™.

Fairfax® 

The classic design of the Fairfax kitchen sink faucet  
provides stylish features and superior performance. 

Available in Polished Chrome, Brushed Chrome,  
Vibrant Brushed Nickel, Vibrant Brushed Bronze,  
Oil-Rubbed Bronze, Vibrant Polished Brass and  
Polished Chrome with Vibrant Polished Brass accents.
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Kitchen Faucets  25

Avatar single-control 
kitchen sink faucet with 
pullout spray and front 
lever handle. 
K-6350

Avatar single-control 
kitchen sink faucet  
with pullout spray and 
right-side lever handle. 
K-6352

Avatar single-control 
kitchen sink faucet  
with sidespray and  
front lever handle. 
K-6356

Avatar® 

Designed to accommodate the natural motion of  
the hand and wrist, the Avatar kitchen sink faucet  
with pullout sprayhead fits comfortably in the palm  
of your hand. 

Available in Polished Chrome and Vibrant® Stainless.

ProMaster single-control 
kitchen sink faucet  
with pullout spray. 
K-6330

ProMaster® 

This chef’s dream features an overhead 27-inch spout  
that rotates 140 degrees for washing big pots and  
pans and a 30-inch pullout handspray hose that will 
deliver years of reliable performance.

Available in Polished Chrome.
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26  Kitchen Faucets

Revival® 

Revival faucets combine an arched spout with scroll or 
lever handles to create a look that is sure to please. 

Available in Polished Chrome, Brushed Chrome,  
Vibrant® Brushed Nickel, Vibrant Brushed Bronze 
and Vibrant Polished Brass.

Revival kitchen sink faucet  
with 93/16" swing spout, 
sidespray and traditional 
lever handles. 
K-16109-4A

Revival entertainment 
sink faucet with scroll  
lever handles. 
K-16112-4

Revival kitchen sink faucet 
with 93/16" swing spout, 
sidespray and scroll  
lever handles. 
K-16109-4

Revival kitchen sink faucet 
with 1113/16" swing spout, 
sidespray and scroll  
lever handles. 
K-16111-4

Essex kitchen sink 
faucet with gooseneck 
swing spout. 
K-8762

Essex entertainment sink 
faucet with gooseneck 
swing spout. 
K-8761

Essex kitchen sink faucet 
with gooseneck swing 
spout and sidespray. 
K-8763

Essex® 

The wristblade handles of the Essex faucet offer easy 
operation in your kitchen or entertainment area.

Available in Polished Chrome, Brushed Chrome,  
Vibrant Brushed Nickel, Vibrant Brushed Bronze,  
Vibrant Polished Brass and Vibrant Stainless.

K-8763-CP
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Kitchen Faucets  27

Antique™ 

Striking arched spouts add nostalgic flair to the  
Antique kitchen sink faucet. 

Available in Polished Chrome, Vibrant® Brushed Nickel, 
Vibrant Brushed Bronze and Vibrant Polished Brass.

Wellspring® 

Ideal for undercounter water filtration systems, the 
Wellspring beverage faucet offers contemporary and 
traditional designs that coordinate with most kitchen  
sink faucets and accessories. 

Available in Polished Chrome, Brushed Chrome,  
Vibrant Brushed Nickel, Vibrant Brushed Bronze,  
Vibrant Stainless, White, Biscuit and Black Black™.

Antique single-control 
kitchen sink faucet  
with sidespray. 
K-169

Antique kitchen sink 
faucet with sidespray  
and six-prong handles. 
K-158-3

Antique entertainment 
sink faucet with High 
Country™ swing spout 
and lever handles. 
K-118-4

Antique wall-mount 
kitchen sink faucet  
with six-prong handles. 
K-149-3

Wellspring beverage faucet 
with contemporary design. 
K-6665

Wellspring beverage faucet 
with traditional design. 
K-6666  

K-169-BV

K-6665-G
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ProMotion® Technology
ProMotion technology from Kohler establishes a new standard in kitchen faucet functionality. Now 
available on the majority of our pull-down and pullout kitchen faucets, ProMotion technology utilizes 
a braided nylon hose for smooth, quiet, tangle-free operation. A ball joint swivel is located behind the 
sprayhead to enhance flexibility and maneuverability, making everyday kitchen tasks less taxing.

Ball joint swivel  
sprayhead is easy to  
maneuver and makes  
everyday kitchen tasks  
a little less taxing.

Smooth, quiet,  
tangle-free nylon hose 
takes the notion of  
increased functionality 
to an entirely new level.

K-6331-VSK-10433-VS

K-647-VS
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30  Kitchen Accessories  

Accessories 

KOHLER® custom-fit accessories – from sidesprays and soap/lotion dispensers to sink strainers and 
air gaps – complement the design and function of your KOHLER kitchen sink. Also available, KOHLER 
bottom basin racks, wire rinse baskets, cutting boards and colanders, allow you to customize your 
kitchen’s workspace.

HiRise soap/lotion  
dispenser.   
K-7346

HiRise® independent
sidespray with valve. 
K-7344-4

Soap/lotion dispenser 
with transitional design. 
K-1893-C

Accent™ sidespray.
K-10101

Soap/lotion dispenser 
with traditional design. 
K-1894-C

Soap/lotion dispenser 
with contemporary design.  
K-1895-C

Duostrainer® sink strainer.  
K-8799

Disposal flange. 
K-11352

Air gap cover. 
K-9110

Universal™ cutting board.
K-6636
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Finishes 

KOHLER finishes exceed industry durability standards. Vibrant® PVD color finishes resist scratching, 
corrosion and tarnishing. Complete your look with a surprising selection of finishes.

Karbon™ Colors

* No gold content

KOHLER® faucets carry a lifetime limited warranty for as long as the original consumer/purchaser owns his or her home. 
Faucets used in commercial settings carry a Kohler one-year limited warranty. For complete warranty information, see 
your nearest KOHLER dealer, visit the KOHLER web site at KOHLER.com, or phone 1-800-4-KOHLER.

Polished Chrome (-CP)

Vibrant Brushed Nickel (-BN)

Vibrant French Gold (-AF)*

Polished Stainless (-S)

Silver and Polished Chrome 
(-C11-CP)

Silver and Vibrant Stainless 
 (-C11-VS)

Bronze and Vibrant Brushed 
Bronze (-C15-BV)

White (-0)

Brushed Chrome (-G)

Vibrant Brushed Bronze (-BV)

Vibrant Polished Brass (-PB)

Brushed Stainless (-BS) 

Black and Polished Chrome 
(-C12-CP)

Black and Vibrant Stainless 
(-C12-VS)

Biscuit (-96)

Vibrant Polished Nickel (-SN)

Oil Rubbed Bronze (-BRZ)

Vibrant Stainless (-VS)

Polished Chrome with Vibrant 
Polished Brass accents (-CB)

Gold and Vibrant Moderne 
Polished Gold* (-C13-PGD)

Gold and Vibrant Moderne 
Brushed Gold* (-C13-BGD)

Black Black™ (-7)
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